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POSTGRADUATE COURSES

MSc Business Management

Alexander College works in partnership with the University of the West of England
in Bristol to offer you Undergraduate and Postgraduate UK degree courses right
here in Cyprus. This ultimately means you get all the advantages of studying on a
UK course without the extra cost of studying abroad.
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MA Design
UWE Bristol Degree

It is the intention of Alexander College and UWE Bristol to deliver the
courses/modules as published in this prospectus. To ensure our
provision is kept relevant and current, the College or University may
change, combine or withdraw courses/modules in response to
stakeholder feedback or limited demand.
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Welcome
Deciding to study for a degree is not an
easy choice, it requires a high level of
commitment and dedication in order to
succeed. At Alexander College we
understand this and strive to make
your time with us a rewarding and
enjoyable worthwhile experience.
We encourage courtesy, consideration
and team work, value academic
freedom, seek equality of opportunity
and provide for students with specific
needs. We value student's involvement
in decision making at all levels of study
and we support students to make the
most of the learning opportunities
provided and work together to improve
the quality of the environment.
Alexander College offers UK
undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees in partnership with UWE
Bristol (University of the West of
England). The value of your degree
relies on Alexander College/UWE

Bristol maintaining high-quality
academic standards. Since the
partnership commenced in 2012, the
University has remained the "highest
ranking UK University offering
degree courses in Cyprus" (SourceThe Guardian UK University
Rankings). It is these standards that
will be recognised and appreciated
by potential employers and make
sure your CV has an edge over
others. We are transparent about our
expectations and assessments and
we will work with you so that you
can meet our standards and achieve
your ambitions.

A number of student
services are available to
our students including
accommodation
assistance, information
about grants and
scholarships, in-house
printing, IT Support and
access to the UWE
Bristol online library. You
can find all our student
support services on our
website.

encouraged to strengthen your ability
to work and learn independently to
put your subject knowledge into
practice.
A University degree can transform
your life and along the way, it will
provide you with the opportunity to
take risks, challenge yourself, develop
independent thinking, achieve your
aspirations and build friendships that
will last a lifetime.
We hope this prospectus will give you
some insight on what we do and help
you to reach your decision.

Our experienced lecturers, academic
experts and professional support
staff are committed to giving you an
educational experience that will
boost your independence, build your
transferable skills and develop your
critical thinking. Through innovative
learning methods you will be ct

A LEXANDER C OLLEGE
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Inspire

OPENDAYS
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Come and see Alexander College for
yourself. Find out about our courses,
meet the lecturers and students, take a
tour of the facilities and learn more about
our partnership with UWE Bristol and the
advantages of having an internationally
recognised UK degree!

A LEXANDER

Training
Qualifications UK

RESEARCH
CENTRE

Achieve Succeed

LARNACA OPEN DAYS*

PAPHOS OPEN DAYS*

Spring 2018

Spring 2018

Autumn 2018

Autumn 2018

Spring 2019

Spring 2019

*Dates will be announced on our website and Facebook page at least a month prior.
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Facilities
Both our Larnaca and Paphos buildings
were designed and custom-built to provide
you with valuable practical resources and
real working environments.
The theatre, library, cafeteria and design studios can be found in
the main building while the photography and art studios are
located at our spacious Art Labs just one minute off-campus. All
lecture rooms are fully equipped with digital audio and visual
presentation facilities.
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Larnaca
and
Paphos

Library

Photography Studios

Design Studios

Wifi

The library is open all day from 9:00am till 6:30pm
from Monday to Thursday and till 2:00pm on Friday.
Students can also access the UWE library online.

Located at the ART LABS. The photography studios
are equipped with lighting and are open to all
Alexander College students.

Each one is specially equipped for the Designbased courses such as Fashion, Interior and
Graphic Design.

Free wifi access is available in all areas of the
college including the library, cafeteria, lecture
rooms and the theatre.

Theatre

Art Studios

Printing Service

Student Affairs Office

The theatre/auditorium seats 150 people and is
used by staff and students for lectures and
presentations.

Located at the ART LABS. The Art studios are very
spacious and are used by all students for drawing,
painting, sculpting, model making etc.

The print shop is open daily from 9:00am - 2:00pm
plus four afternoons a week and offers printing,
photocopying, scanning and binding services.

The Student Affairs Office is open every day from
9:00am - 2:00pm. If you require assistance on any
matter, this is always a good place to start.

Computer Labs

Cafeteria

Student Union

Computers labs and internet stations can be found
on all floors and IT support can be provided if
needed (subject to technician availability).

The cafeteria / restaurant serves hot and cold food
and drinks all day from 9:00am till 7:00pm (closes at
1:30pm during the Summer holidays)

The Student Union of Alexander College (SUAC)
organises various student events, parties and
outings throughout the year.
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COURSE INSIGHT

Initially I chose Alexander
because it offered accredited
British degrees however, when I
finished my course, I graduated
with more than just a degree.
The Law course developed my
critical analysis abilities and I
gained confidence and insight
from presentations and
assessments. Im so grateful to
my lecturers who guided me
through all of my assignments.
Comfort L. Msillo,
Law Graduate

Law is an incredibly varied and multi-faceted
subject which affects every part of human life,
from the air we breathe, our relationships
and education to our work, travel, property
and health.

Don't raise your voice.
Improve your argument."
- Desmond Tutu

exercises and research. In addition to this,
mock courtrooms provide regular
opportunities to practice legal submissions
and gain experience of the court while law
simulations allow you to practice key case
working skills.
ASSESSMENT

The Law industry is dynamic and competitive
and changes in line with social needs. A Law
degree offers diverse career pathways and
provides you with the skillset to succeed in a
number of careers.
This course offers a practical and
contemporary Qualifying Law Degree,
recognised by employers and the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. Should you choose a
legal career, the solid grounding in law,
emphasis on skills development, practical
real-world insight gained through employer
partnerships and pro bono work ensures you
graduate ready for the next step of your legal
training.

Assessments vary across the course,
including: problem and essay questions,
examinations, research based assessments,
reflection on skills acquisition, report writing,
portfolio submission and presentations.

course, earning a total of 360 credits. Students
who withdraw after completing the modules
in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive the
certificate in Law; Students who withdraw
after completing all modules in Year 1 and 2
(240 credits) will receive the Diploma in Law.
WHERE NEXT?
Our LLB degree provides you with the core
legal knowledge to progress to either the
Legal Practice Course or Bar Professional
Training Course to become a Solicitor or

Barrister. Alternatively you may want to start
your legal career immediately or pursue a
different career pathway entirely. Law
students are highly valued by employers due
to the broad skill set gained from studying the
subject. Whilst many students pursue a legal
career as Solicitor, Barrister, Legal Advisor,
Legal Executive or Paralegal there is also
scope to enter a wide range of careers in HR,
finance, teaching, advice and charity work and
in the Public Sector.

AWARD

YEAR

MODULE TITLE

Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English

Study Times:
Monday to Thursday, 5:00-8:00pm

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 13 modules. Each year runs for
a period of 32 weeks and usually commence
in late September or in some cases, early
October. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however early
enrolment is recommended.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Age Requirement:
17+

ENROLMENT AND DURATION

CREDITS

3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree

CERTIFICATE

LLB
LLB(Hons)
LAW

1

Foundations for Law
Criminal Law
Constitutional and Administrative Law
Law of Contract

30
30
30
30

Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
Recognised by S.R.A.
State grant up to €3417 per year

TEACHING AND LEARNING
A variety of learning techniques are used
from the traditional lecture through to more
student-centred approaches such as team
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Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma. Candidates will
also be required to be proficient in the English
Language.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the LLB(Hons) degree award in
Law, students will be required to complete all
modules within the full duration of the

LLB(Hons) DEGREE

Recognised by SRA

DIPLOMA

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

2

Public International Law
Law of Tort
Employment Law
Land Law

30
30
30
30

3

Company Law in Context
Equity and Trusts
Legal, Professional and Ethical Futures
Land Law II
European Human Rights

30
30
15
15
30

TOTAL CREDITS

360
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The key to successful
leadership today is influence,
not authority."- Ken Blanchard

The subjects we are
covering are the same as
those studied at UWE
Bristol in the UK. The
course has really helped to
give me a broad and more
complete view of ways I can
be more effective in
business. It's an interesting
course and all my lecturers
are extremely helpful.
Giorgos Avgoustinatos,
Business Management
Student

Accounting and finance are crucial to a
successful business and as a result demand
for skilled and knowledgeable graduates is
always high. Combined with Business, the
degree broadens knowledge, opens up a
number of career paths and provides context
when relating theory and practice to realworld businesses.

This applied and contemporary degree
combines a solid grounding in all aspects of
Business Management with more specialist,
accredited modules in Accounting and
Finance. You can also gain exemptions from
professional examinations with the leading
accounting bodies. Taught by leading experts,
you will develop crucial business skills and
explore the fundamentals of a modern, global
business from an operational to strategic
level.
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Exemptions from
professional examinations
with the leading
accounting bodies
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The course is taught through a diverse mix of
learning environments including face-to-face
tutor-led, independent student-led and group
projects. Lectures, workshops/seminars and
group project work account for 12 hours of
contact time per week and you will spend at
least as much time again in essential
independent study including research, online
work and preparation for assessment. Guest
speakers and real life case studies broaden
knowledge of the industry and ensure
graduates are work-ready and informed of
the latest developments in the field.

ASSESSMENT
You will be assessed through a mix of
coursework and examinations, all of which
aim to assess not only what you know and
can do but also develop the graduate
attributes that are valued by employers.
These attributes include communication and
presentation skills, IT and numeracy skills,
team work, project and time management
skills as well as the intellectual skills of
problem solving, critical thinking, analysis
and evaluation, creativity and innovation.
Coursework comes in many different forms:
essays and reports; business plans and
applied research projects; portfolios and
weekly notes; assessed group and individual
presentations and posters. You will also be
required to reflect and comment on your own
learning and personal development.

Diploma/Certificate or equivalent. You will
also be required to be proficient in the English
Language.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award, you
will be required to complete all modules
within the full duration of the course, earning
a total of 360 credits. Students who withdraw
after completing all modules in Year 1 (120
credits) will receive the Certificate; Students
who withdraw after completing all modules in

AWARD

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 18 core modules. Each year
commences in late September or in some
cases, early October and runs for a period of
32 weeks. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however,
early enrolment is advised as places are
limited.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma or Foundation

Year 1 and 2 (240 credits) will receive the
Diploma. (See Course Structure)
WHERE NEXT?
Our graduates leave with crucial business
skills, diverse career paths and valuable
knowledge and experience of real business
environments to thrive in a competitive job
market and fast-paced, ever-changing global
economy. Most students continue their
studies on our MSc Business Management
course.

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

YEAR

CERTIFICATE

WITH ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA

BA(Hons)
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

MODULE TITLE

CREDITS

Meeting the Management Challenge
Understanding Business and Financial Information
Economic Principles in a Contemporary Context
Understanding Organisations and People
Understanding the Principles of Marketing
Engaging in Critical Business Enquiry

30
15
15
15
15
30

2

Managing People
Managerial Accounting and Finance
Corporate Finance
Methods of Enquiry
Managing Business Processes
Business Law

30
15
15
30
15
15

3

Applied Business Project
Strategic Management
Accounting for Managers
Managing Organisational and Individual Change
International Financial Management
Audit & Corporate Governance

30
15
15
30
15
15

1

TOTAL CREDITS

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English
Age Requirement:
17+
Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday
3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
Examination exemptions with
accounting bodies

360
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COLLEGE

COURSE INSIGHT

This extremely modern course is designed
to address contemporary needs in the
relevant industry sector and to combine
theory and practice in Business
Administration and Finance. Learners are
introduced to the range of business activity
in public, private and voluntary (non-profit)
sectors at Local, National, European and
International levels. Business aims and
objectives are introduced along with
strategies for their achievement via
interdependent functional areas. Plans to
ensure survival and encourage growth are
also conceptualized. The course sharpens
the skills and knowledge regarding the basic
subjects under study, using rigorous
methodology which is necessary in an ever
changing world of continuous technological
innovation and uncertainty.

The course covers a broad spectrum of
business subjects (See Course Structure)
The intention is to provide students with the
context, concepts and techniques that are
relevant to a wide variety of business
practices, problems, situations and
vocational areas.
The course develops
students employability, equips them for
further academic and professional study and
prepares them for a career in the generic
field of Business and Finance. It provides
students a substantive foundation in the
methods and applications of evaluative
techniques to finance related agendas.
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COURSE CONTENT

Year 1 introduces students to various
theories and practices within Business with
particular focus on Finance, Economics,
Marketing, Organisation Behaviour and
Information Systems Technology.
Year 2 introduces the student to Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Consumer
Behaviour and more importantly to the EU
environment and E-Business.
Year 3 envisages a combination of
knowledge and skills in the fields of EBusiness Marketing, Taxation, Financial
Reporting with the fields of Project
Management, HR and Environmental
Management, Financial Decision Making and
Small Business Management whilst taking
into consideration that small businesses are
the backbone of the economy.
Year 4 endeavors to offer to students the
necessary incentives to Research Methods,
Business Ethics and to Retail and Services
Management. It equips students with
Strategic Thinking and Quality Management,
Auditing and finally and most importantly to
work and submit with success their
Research Project. Throughout the course
critical awareness and thinking is developed.
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
A variety of learning techniques are used
from the traditional lecture to more studentcentered approaches such as team work
and exercises in presentation, research,

Wherever you see a
successful business, someone
once made a courageous
decision." - Peter Drucker

visiting enterprises and assignments. As
students' progress through the programme,
self-motivation is highly encouraged. The
Business Department encourages research
in all stages of Tertiary Education and thus
students can make the best out of such an
environment and modern Library.
exercises in presentation, research, visiting
enterprises and assignments. As students'
progress through the programme, selfmotivation is highly encouraged. The
Business Department encourages research
in all stages of Tertiary Education and thus
students can make the best out of such an
environment and modern Library.

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

ASSESSMENT
Assessment serves to provide students with
the opportunity to demonstrate the
appropriate learning outcomes to a standard
suitable for an award of the highest grade.
Methods of assessment include formal
examinations, written essays, working on
assignments either individually or in teams
and in-class presentations.

Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
and a hold a secondary school leaving
certificate and have a satisfactory knowledge
of the English language

Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos

MODULE TITLE

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

Primary Language:
English

1

Introduction to Business
Introduction to Financial Accounting
Basic Algebra
Business English
Introduction to Microeconomics
Introduction to Marketing
Organisation Behaviour
Information Systems Technology

2

Introduction to the Internet and E-Business
Introduction to Macroeconomics
Managerial Accounting
Introduction to Business Finance
Operations Management
Business Law
Marketing Intelligence and Consumer Behaviour
The EU Environment

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday

3

E-Business: Marketing
Project Management
Managing Financial Decisions and Resources
Taxation
Small Business Enterprise
Financial Reporting
Environmental Management
Human Resource Management

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

Business Ethics
Research Methods
Retail and Service Management
Research Project
Business Strategy
Quality Management
Financial Systems and Auditing

7.5
7.5
7.5
15
7.5
7.5
7.5

TOTAL CREDITS

240

This is a 4-year full time programme
comprising of 31 modules including a
research project.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

YEAR

ENROLMENT AND DURATION

BSc DEGREE

BSc

BSc
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
& FINANCE

4

CREDITS (ECTS)

Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English
Age Requirement:
17+

4 Years Study
Alexander College Degree
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
Accredited by SEKAP / Ministry
of Education
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BSc Degree in Business
Administration and Finance, students
must complete all modules to earn a
total of 240 Credits (ECTS).
WHERE NEXT?
Our graduates leave with crucial
business skills, diverse career paths,
valuable knowledge and experience of
real business environments to thrive in
a competitive job market and fast-paced,
ever-changing global economy.
Students wishing to continue their
studies enrol onto our MSc Business
Management course.
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Andrianna Liagkou,
Criminology Student

Criminology studies crime from multiple
perspectives to understand its impact on
individuals and society. Drawing on a range of
disciplines including sociology, law,
psychology and philosophy, you will explore
the theories, policies, processes and
relationships that influence attitudes, beliefs
and behaviour. You will also develop a range
of skills that enhance your employability,
such as critical thinking and data
interpretation, how to evaluate evidence and
write reports, presenting reasoned
arguments and making ethical judgments.
BA(Hons) Criminology at UWE Bristol gives
you an in-depth understanding of crime and
criminal justice and allows you to apply
theories, knowledge and research to live,
contemporary issues. Supported by
inspirational staff who are leading
practitioners and active researchers, our
course provides the opportunity to explore
criminology from a multi-disciplinary, social
science angle that addresses the victims,
offenders, the criminal justice system and
cultural forces. Graduates are valued by
employers for their research and IT skills,
their literacy and numeracy, and their incisive
understanding of individuals, social
institutions and processes.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
You will experience lectures, seminars,
workshops, media presentations,
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ASSESSMENT
Forms of assessment are equally varied and
seek to develop numerous academic and
practical skills. Assessment includes essays,
seminar presentations, projects, literature
reviews, and 'unseen' and 'seen'
examinations.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award in
Criminology, students will be required to
complete all modules within the full duration
of the course, earning a total of 360 credits.
Students who withdraw after completing all
modules in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive
the Certificate; Students who withdraw after
completing all modules in Year 1 and 2 (240
credits) will receive the Diploma. (See Course
Structure)

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September or in some
cases, early October and runs for a period of
32 weeks. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however,
early enrolment is advised as places are
limited.

Criminology graduates often enter careers in
government, the police and prison services,
the court services, the national health service,
educational institutions and nongovernmental organisations working with
young offenders or victims of crime.
Opportunities also exist in a range of social
welfare positions and in the private sector
with, for example private security firms and
law practices.

Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English

Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma or equivalent.
Candidates will also be required to be
proficient in the English Language.

GENERAL INFORMATION

WHERE NEXT?

Age Requirement:
17+

YEAR
CERTIFICATE

Our lecturers are
unquestionably
experienced in their fields
and this gives us the
opportunity to be well
prepared and organised in
a competitive area of work
which is combined through
practice and is underlined
by the pursuit of our
knowledge.

independent project work and reflective
diaries. Teaching is carried out by a team of
experienced, enthusiastic and supportive
lecturers dedicated to translating aspects of
their research into their teaching.

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Opinions don't affect
facts but, facts should affect
opinions."- Ricky Gervais

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA
BA(Hons)
CRIMINOLOGY

MODULE TITLE

CREDITS

1

Intro to Criminological Theory
Intro to UK Criminal Justice
Social Problems and Social Policy
Foundations in Social Theory

30
30
30
30

2

Criminological Research and Investigation
Policing and Prisons
Criminal Psychology
Drugs, Crime and Society

30
30
30
30

3

Critical Criminology
Criminology Project
Childhood Disorder and Disordered Childhood
Protest, Policing & Public Order

30
30
30
30

TOTAL CREDITS

3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year

360
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TEACHING AND LEARNING

The photography course is
very practice-based. During
my time as a student, I've
participated in many photo
shoots both in the college
studios and out on various
locations which really helped
me to gain new skills and my
lecturers were very helpful. It
was a really great experience!
Rafaella Charalambous
Photography Graduate

Most of your learning will take place in a
course-specific environment aimed at project
related outcomes organised into specific
modules. Teaching sessions include
workshops, seminars, group and individual
tutorials and lectures. The principal teaching
and learning method used is the tutor group,
which meets regularly to discuss student
work and other course related issues. You
will also attend lectures and seminars with
students from other creative disciplines and
you will develop a rigorous critical and
analytical approach to your own work and the
work of others. This will foster a culture of
collaboration between disciplines which will
be very valuable to you when you leave
university.
As well as technical workshops that run
throughout the course aimed at maximising
your skills base, other practical elements
include the development of professional
skills; such as creating and maintaining a
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strong online presence, personal branding
and promotion tactics, costing and invoicing
protocols, networking strategies,
communication skills, collaborative
approaches and presentation techniques.
On completion of the course you should
expect to be fully aware of business and
working processes plus you will have built a
unique and compelling portfolio of work.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enrol and must hold a Secondary School
Diploma with an overall final grade of 17.0 or
higher and will also be required to provide
evidence of proficiency in the English
Language.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

ASSESSMENT
All modules are assessed according to the
level of attainment achieved in relation to the
specific learning outcomes of that module.
These learning outcomes will be made
available to students. A range of assessment
methods are used including assessment by
presented project work, essays and research
presentations. Students are expected to
critique and analyse their own work and
relate it to the broader context of photography
and related media. Marks from modules
undertaken in both Years 2 and 3 will
contribute to your final degree classification.

To achieve the BA(Hons) Photography degree,
you will be required to complete all modules
earning a total of 360 credits. Students who

AWARD

YEAR

WHERE NEXT?
Photographers can apply their skills in
varying fields including advertising, fashion
and freelance event photography. Graduates
wishing to continue their studies have
enrolled onto our MA Design course which is
ideal for degree holders from all creative
backgrounds.

MODULE TITLE

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English
Age Requirement:
17+
Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday

CREDITS

1

Introduction to Photography
Exploring Practice in Photography
Creative Perspectives
Professional Practice and Work Experience 1

45
45
15
15

2

Developing Practice in Photography 1
Creative Analysis
Developing Practice in Photography 2
Professional Practice and Work Experience 2

45
15
45
15

3

Preparation for Extended Study in Photography
Extended Study in Photography
Independent Research Project
Professional Practice and Work Experience 3

30
60
15
15

TOTAL CREDITS

360

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September or in some
cases, early October and runs for a period of
32 weeks. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however, early
enrolment is advised as places are limited.

withdraw after completing all modules in
Year 1 (120 credits) will receive the Certificate;
Students who withdraw after completing all
modules in Year 1 and 2 (240 credits) will
receive the Diploma. (See Course Structure)

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

CERTIFICATE

Our popular BA(Hons) Photography
course will develop your creativity and give
you the high-level practical skills needed
to become a successful photographer.
You will be able to work across all areas of
the discipline, from editorial and
documentary to fashion, advertising and
fine art. You will be encouraged to
transform your broad-based photographic
practice into an individual visual style.

The course incorporates all the factors you
need: a vibrant, collaborative environment,
relevant facilities, supportive workshop
instruction and expert input, all underpinned
by theory and critique. At its core are creative
projects in still and moving imagery, involving
exciting opportunities in contemporary lensbased media. Dialogue with journalists,
designers and performers will expand and
deepen your practice. You will have access to
professional standard photographic
equipment and will receive one-to-one
support from experienced technical and
academic staff.

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Photography is the only
language that can be understood
anywhere in the world."- Bruno Barbey

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA
BA(Hons)
PHOTOGRAPHY

3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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In order to be irreplaceable,
one must always be different"

FASHION

Chrystalla Michael,
Fashion Student

Our BA(Hons) Fashion course will help you
develop the key skills and professional
attitude needed for a successful career in
fashion. It will nurture your creativity and help
you re-think what 'fashion' means today. You
will gain a unique insight into all areas of the
industry from the development of textiles to
the design and manufacture of fashion
collections to the production of images and
publications. Our unique three-route course,
combined with a particularly strong work
experience model, ensures that all our
students are highly employable in this fastpaced, competitive world.
You will work in a collaborative studio
environment with exceptional facilities and
industry-standard equipment. A broad
introduction to Fashion, Textiles for Fashion
and Fashion Communication from the very
beginning, will enable you to eventually
deliver an industry-ready collection or
publication at the end of the course.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Teaching is through projects, lectures,
seminars and group and individual tutorials.
You will engage with self and peer
assessment, collaborate on projects and
contribute meaningfully to your peer group.
Throughout the entire course you will attend
lectures and seminars with students from
across the department in order to develop a
rigorous critical and analytical approach to
your own work and the work of others. This
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ASSESSMENT
A variety of assessment methods are used
throughout the course, including essays,
projects, group presentations and
presentations of visual work. There are no
exams. You will engage in critical evaluation
of your work where you are expected to
critique and analyse your work and relate it to
the broader context of Fashion.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award in
Fashion, students are required to complete
all modules within the full duration of the
course, earning a total of 360 credits. Students
who withdraw after completing all modules
in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive the
Certificate; Students who withdraw after
completing all modules in Year 1 and 2 (240
credits) will receive the Diploma. (See Course
Structure)

WHERE NEXT?
This course is excellent preparation for a
career in the fashion industry. Graduates can
go on to work as designers, product
developers, pattern cutters, editors, stylists
and illustrators in the fashion industry or they
can enrol onto our MA Design course for
further study.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

CREDITS

Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate

1

Introduction to Fashion
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Fashion 1
Exploring Study in Fashion
Creative Perspectives

45
15
45
15

Language Requirement:
English

2

Developing Practice in Fashion
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Fashion 2
Developing Practice in Fashion and Communication
Creative Analysis

45
15
45
15

Preparation for Extended Study in Fashion
Extended Study in Fashion
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Fashion 3
Independent Research Project

30
60
15
15

TOTAL CREDITS

360

YEAR

MODULE TITLE

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
CERTIFICATE

I've always wanted to study
Fashion so for me, the choice
to study at AC was easy...the
degree is only 3 years and
recognised internationally.
We're gaining lots of
experience designing and
making our own clothing
under the supervision of a
renowned fashion designer
and we take part in many
fashion shows every year.

also fosters a culture of collaboration
between disciplines which is very valuable to
you when you leave university. On completion
of the course you should expect to be fully
aware of the business and working
processes in your chosen area of creative
practice.

This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September/early October
and runs for a period of 32 weeks. Students
may enrol up to 2 weeks before the course
starting date however, early enrolment is
advised as places are limited.

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

- Coco Chanel

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma or Foundation
Certificate/Diploma or equivalent. Candidates
will also be required to be proficient in the
English Language.

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA
BA(Hons)

Age Requirement:
17+
Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday
3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally

3

Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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BA(Hons)
INTERIOR DESIGN

Andrew Georgiou,
Interior Design Student

Our BA(Hons) Interior Design is an exciting
course which crosses the boundaries
between art and design. Bringing together
your creative flair and practical abilities, you
will learn how to design and make objects
and surfaces for the interior spaces of private
houses, public and corporate buildings, shops
and retail environments, and for theatre, film
and television.
On graduation, you will have an impressive
portfolio, real-world experience, problemsolving and project management skills, and
the technical expertise needed for a
successful career in interior design.
You will examine the principles underlying
space, surface, decorative pattern, craft and
digital processes and develop the conceptual
ability and technical skills to design and make
for both bespoke one-off projects and
industrial production.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
The Interior Design programme involves a
rich and diverse set of experiences designed
to stimulate your ability to learn as well as
encouraging a high level of critical reflection.
You will be expected to take part in
workshops, projects, seminars, lectures and
tutorials. You will engage with self and peer
assessment and contribute meaningfully to
your peer group. Throughout the course you
will have access to experienced tutors and
visiting professionals who will discuss your
work with you and offer support, guidance
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ASSESSMENT
A variety of assessment methods are used
throughout the course, including essays,
projects, group presentations and
presentations of visual work. There are no
exams. You will engage in written critical
evaluation of your work where you will be
expected to critique and analyse your work
and relate it to the broader context of design
practice. Marks from modules at Years 2 and
3 will contribute towards your overall degree
classification.
ENROLMENT AND DURATION

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award in
Interior Design, students are required to
complete all modules within the full duration
of the course, earning a total of 360 credits.
Students who withdraw after completing all
modules in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive
the Certificate; Students who withdraw after
completing all modules in Year 1 and 2 (240
credits) will receive the Diploma. (See Course
Structure)

The course provides excellent preparation for
a career in design for domestic interiors,
exhibitions and museums, retail, film, theatre
and television, and interactive spaces.
Graduates wishing to continue their studies
can enrol onto our MA Design course, a
broad-spectrum programme ideal for degree
holders from almost any creative
background.

Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English

Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September or in some
cases, early October and runs for a period of
32 weeks. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however,
early enrolment is advised as places are
limited.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma or Foundation
Certificate/Diploma or equivalent. Candidates
will also be required to be proficient in the
English Language.

GENERAL INFORMATION

WHERE NEXT?

Age Requirement:
17+

YEAR
CERTIFICATE

When I first started, I didn't
know anything about
Interior spaces and
architectural drawings - I'm
learning so many different
things. My studio classes
are very interesting and my
lecturers are always
prepared to assist us. The
environment in the Interior
Design department is very
creative, friendly and a lot of
fun to work in.

and suggestions on how to develop your
portfolio of work in readiness for
employment.

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA

For a space to be successful,
the objects in it must communicate,
respond and balance with one
another." - Andre Putman

MODULE TITLE

CREDITS

1

Introduction to Interior Design
Exploring Practice in Interior Design
Critical Perspectives
Professional Practice and Work Experience in ID 1

45
45
15
15

2

Developing Practice in Interior Design 1
Creative Analysis
Developing Practice in Interior Design 2
Professional Practice and Work Experience in ID 2

45
15
45
15

3

Preparation for Extended Study in Interior Design
Extended Study in Interior Design
Independent Research Project
Professional Practice and Work Experience in ID 3

30
60
15
15

TOTAL CREDITS

360

3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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Yiannis Kikas,
Graphic Design Student

Graphic design, in its many forms, makes an
increasingly powerful contribution to the
cultural and economic life of contemporary
society. It exists in the public domain, is an
indicator of current cultural thinking and is a
catalyst for social, cultural and political
change. Our BA(Hons) Graphic Design
explores the changing concept of graphic
design and the role of the graphic designer in
society and the professional world; designer
as curator, author, craftsperson, editor,
educator, collaborator and agitator.
The course provides excellent preparation for
a creative career in the UK and abroad. Many
of our graduates establish their own
freelance businesses or independent design
companies.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Teaching is through projects, lectures,
seminars and group and individual tutorials.
You will engage with self and peer
assessment, collaborate on projects and
contribute meaningfully to your peer group.
Throughout the entire course you will attend
lectures and seminars with students from
across the department in order to develop a
rigorous critical and analytical approach to
your own work and the work of others. This
also fosters a culture of collaboration
between disciplines which is very valuable to
you when you leave university. On completion
of the course you should expect to be fully
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aware of the business and working
processes in your chosen area of creative
practice.
ASSESSMENT
A variety of assessment methods are used
including projects, essays, group/visual
presentations. There are no exams. You will
engage in written critical evaluation of your
work where you will be expected to critique
and analyse your work and relate it to the
broader context of graphic design practice.
Marks from modules at Years 2 and 3 will
contribute towards your overall degree
classification.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award in
Graphic Design, students are required to
complete all modules within the full duration
of the course, earning a total of 360 credits.
Students who withdraw after completing all
modules in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive
the Certificate; Students who withdraw after
completing all modules in Year 1 and 2 (240
credits) will receive the Diploma. (See Course
Structure on opposite page)

WHERE NEXT?
The course provides excellent preparation for
a rewarding freelance career or studio work
in graphic design. Our graduates have found
employment in varying fields including
advertising agencies and magazine
companies. Graduates wishing to continue
their studies have enrolled onto our MA
Design course which is ideal for degree
holders from all creative backgrounds.

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

Available at Locations:
Larnaca

Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate

ENROLMENT AND DURATION

AWARD
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September/early October
and runs for a period of 32 weeks.. Students
may enrol up to 2 weeks before the course
starting date however, early enrolment is
advised as places are limited.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a
Secondary School Diploma or Foundation
Certificate/Diploma or equivalent. Candidates
will also be required to be proficient in the
English Language.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Primary Language:
English

YEAR
CERTIFICATE

The Graphic Design
course is fascinating and
we have our lecturers to
thank for that. We have
many great facilities and
resources to use. Our
lecturers always
encourage us and push
us to become better. I've
also made new friends
which helps a lot. Our
college gives you a sense
of belonging...

- Otl Aicher

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Good art inspires;
Good design motivates"

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA

BA(Hons)
GRAPHIC DESIGN

1
2

MODULE TITLE

CREDITS

Introduction to Words and Images
Communicating with Words and Images
Creative Perspectives
Professional Practice and Work Experience 1

45
45
15
15

Exploring Graphic Design Process
Creative Analysis
Exploring and Developing Practice in Graphic Design
Professional Practice and Work Experience 2

45
15
45
15

Language Requirement:
English
Age Requirement:
17+
Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday
3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally

3

Preparation for Extended Study in Graphic Design
Extended Study in Graphic Design
Independent Research Project
Professional Practice and Work Experience 3

30
60
15
15

TOTAL CREDITS

360

Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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Anais Chrysanthou,

Our studio-based BA(Hons) Fine Arts course
actively encourages different creative
approaches. The course aims to develop your
practice in areas such as painting, sculpture,
installation, drawing, print and time-based or
digital media. Our practical classes are based
in art studios in very rustic downtown
Larnaca, where you will benefit from a
vibrant creative environment, free studio
space and a range of work and volunteering
opportunities. All our staff are active
practitioners, with the conceptual, technical
and professional skills to support a variety of
approaches.

Fine Art Graduate

You will have many opportunities to exhibit
your work, both on campus and externally,
and we encourage residencies and
placements in the local arts community. Our
degree shows are attended by hundreds of
visitors of the general public and various art
professionals and offers a fantastic platform
for your work.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Throughout your studies you will be offered
regular structured tutorials and group
critiques with your tutors and with visiting
artists. In these sessions your work in
progress, research material and completed
work will be discussed and you will be given
advice, guidance and suggestions on how to
proceed and relevant areas to research.
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ASSESSMENT
All modules are assessed according to the
level of attainment of pre-determined
learning outcomes. A variety of assessment
methods are used including projects, essays,
group presentations and visual presentation.
There are no exams. Critical evaluations are
written throughout the course. In these you
are expected to critique and analyse your own
work and also relate it to the broader context
and history of fine art practice. Marks from
modules undertaken in Year 2 and 3 will
contribute to your final degree.

Secondary School Diploma or Foundation
Certificate/Diploma or equivalent. Candidates
will also be required to be proficient in the
English Language.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the BA(Hons) degree award in
Fine Arts, students are required to complete
all modules within the full duration of the
course, earning a total of 360 credits. Students
who withdraw after completing all modules
in Year 1 (120 credits) will receive the

AWARD

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
This is a 3 year full time programme
comprising of 12 modules. Each year
commences in late September or in some
cases, early October and runs for a period of
32 weeks. Students may enrol up to 2 weeks
before the course starting date however,
early enrolment is advised as places are
limited.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be at least 17 years of age
by 1st September of the year they wish to
enter onto the course and must hold a

Certificate; Students who withdraw after
completing all modules in Year 1 and 2 (240
credits) will receive the Diploma. (See Course
Structure)
WHERE NEXT?
Graduates go on to careers as artists,
designers, curators, arts administrators, and
educators, or to postgraduate study such as
the Master"s degree course in Design or
teacher training.

YEAR

1
2

MODULE TITLE

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

CERTIFICATE

I was looking for a good Fine
Art course in Cyprus and I
found that Alexander College
was the best choice for me.
Through my studies here I
have learned new and
interesting things regarding
art, my critical way of thinking
has developed and most
importantly it helped me
improve my art skills in an
exciting and fun study
environment and spacious
studios.

Group seminars will offer you the opportunity
to consider and discuss various aspects of art
practices. Lectures and seminars will seek to
provide you with the theoretical and cultural
context for your practice.

DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Art is the most intense
mode of individualism the
world has known." - Oscar Wilde

BA(Hons) DEGREE

BA
BA(Hons)
FINE ARTS

CREDITS

Introduction to Fine Art
Exploring Practice in Fine Art
Creative Perspectives
Professional Practice and Work Experience 1

45
45
15
15

Developing Practice in Fine Art 1
Creative Analysis
Developing Practice in Fine Art 2
Professional Practice and Work Experience 2

45
15
45
15

Entry Requirements:
School Leaving Certificate
Language Requirement:
English
Age Requirement:
17+
Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Friday and/or
Evening: Monday to Thursday
3 Years Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally

3

Preparation for Extended Study in Fine Art
Extended Study in Fine Art
Independent Research Project
Professional Practice and Work Experience 3

30
60
15
15

TOTAL CREDITS

360

Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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Training
Qualifications UK
Inspire

6

Achieve Succeed

LEVEL 6 (Postgraduate Diploma)
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

COURSE INSIGHT
This qualification is currently the only one
of its kind in the world. The Accounting and
Finance programme is suitable for
business graduates wishing to enter work
or are currently working in the accounting
and finance sector. The course runs for just
one year and upon successful completion,
graduates are granted 9 exemptions of the
14 required professional examinations
with ACCA (Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants). The Accounting and
Finance programme is available for study
at Alexander College in Larnaca and
Paphos and also at Ledras College in
Nicosia.

9 ACCA
Exemptions
in one year !
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The qualification encourages learners to
critically evaluate current academic
concepts, theories and research in order to
address key issues in Accounting and
Finance. Learners will develop an
understanding of current practice together
with specialist analytical skills and
knowledge.

COURSE AIMS
To provide an intensive, academically
demanding and applied programme that
both critically evaluates and synthesises
current academic concepts, theories and
research to address key issues in
Accounting and Finance (AF).
To equip students with specialist analytical
skills and knowledge to take advantage of
opportunities and minimise threats within
the complex real world environment.
To develop students' problem-solving and
decision-making skills and judgment in
the field of AF.
To facilitate students in the development of
the deeper subject specific knowledge and
skills in applied settings.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Learners should:
have an honours degree, preferably in a
Business related subject, from a
recognised UK Higher Education
institution or professional qualification (or
equivalent) from a recognised overseas
institution.
be fluent in written and spoken English.
Evidence needs to be provided where
learners have studied in a University
where English is not the official language.

AWARD

This qualification is assessed through a
portfolio of evidence of activities, which are
developed by the College (subject to external
quality assurance/verification by TQUK) and
internally marked. These will include, group
discussions, written assignments, case
studies, question-and-answer sessions and
also a 3-hour mandatory final examination at
the end of each unit.

MODULE TITLE

Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
BA(Hons) Degree preferably in
a Business-related subject or
Professional qualification (or
equivalent) from a recognised UK
Higher Education institution
or recognised overseas institution.
Language Requirement:
English
Study Times:
Monday to Thursday, 5:00-8:00pm

CREDITS

ACCA

1 Year Study
9 ACCA Exemptions
Training Qualifications UK Degree

MANDATORY

To enable students to develop purposefully
and refine their own comprehensive
'toolbox' of AF techniques and
encouraging them to practice the
application of such tools.
To set in place an approach to life-long
learning and the acquisition of skills which
will enable them to apply a structured and
reflective approach to both their personal
development and their contribution to
society.

GENERAL INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

LEVEL 6 DIPLOMA

A professionally challenging one-year course
for business graduates who wish to enter into
the accounting and finance sector or progress
to ACCA professional qualifications.

Principles of Accounting and Finance
Essentials of Business Finance
Management Accounting and Financial Needs
Advanced Management Accounting
Financial Reporting
Financial Management
Auditing in Practice
Business Law

10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

ADDITIONAL MODULE (from 'Optional' List)
Taxation

15

EXEMPT

Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year

REGULATED BY:

Learners must complete all nine modules.

TOTAL CREDITS

120
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Andreas Prodromou,
Law Student

Designed to give you a broad, contextual and
critical understanding of the area of
commercial law, the course covers the
operation of judicial, legislative and
administrative action in relevant domestic,
European and international contexts. You will
be working at the leading edge of scholarship
in this field, giving you an advantage when
seeking employment either in legal practice
or the commercial world.

Taught modules on the LLM Commercial
Law course are assessed through a
combination of written coursework
assignments and oral presentations. The
culmination of the course is a dissertation of
up to 15,000 words, which constitutes an
original contribution to the corpus of legal
knowledge within an area of commercial law.

With the enormous growth in international
commerce over the last few decades
knowledge of international commercial law
has become an essential element of legal
practice in all major law firms. The course
allows you to develop expertise at
international and regional level in trade and
commerce. The LLM programme, in
Commercial Law offers you a specialist
pathway for in depth study in law relating to
business. It would particularly suit those
wishing to specialise in commercial legal
practice or commercial legal work within
corporations, NGOs or government.

This is a full-time one year programme with
approximately six to nine contact hours a
week. However, as independent study is
fundamental to the course, the total study
time will be around 36 hours a week. The full
LLM course in Commercial Law consists of
nine modules in total, including a dissertation
of up to 15,000 words. The dissertation
module is worth a third of the credits required
in order to obtain the LLM degree.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
The course involves both extensive
independent research and discussion in the
context of workshops, designed to encourage
the development of your critical, analytical
and reflective skills. You will be expected to
prepare for each workshop and to participate
actively in discussion with your tutors and
peers.
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CONTENT AND DURATION

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To gain the Postgraduate Certificate, you will
need to complete the necessary four modules
earning a total of 60 credits.
For the Postgraduate Diploma, you will need
to complete the necessary modules to gain
the Certificate (as above) and another four
modules earning a total of 120 credits.
Finally, if you are undertaking the full LLM in
Commercial Law, you will need to also write a
15,000 word dissertation worth 60 credits in
addition to completing all the other eight
modules earning a total of 180 credits.

AWARD

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Graduates must hold a Law Honours degree
(minimum 2:2) from a recognised Higher
Education institution or equivalent from a
recognised overseas institution. Non-law
graduates may also be considered for
admission if they have relevant experience or
if they have a degree in a related area of study
such as Business or Criminology. Students
on this course will need to be proficient in the
English Language.

GENERAL INFORMATION

WHERE NEXT?
Studying for an LLM provides an ideal
opportunity to develop specialist skills that
will be favoured by employers, both in the
legal world and beyond. It opens up a range
of career opportunities and gives our
students the edge over other graduates. The
in-depth knowledge you will acquire in a
particular area of law will give you a thorough
grounding in the subject area and raise your
employability.

SEMESTER

MODULE TITLE

Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
Law Honours degree (minimum 2:2)
from a recognised Higher Education
institution or equivalent qualification
from a recognised overseas institution
OR
BA(Hons) degree in a related area of
study (i.e. Business or Criminology)
+ relevant work experience

Language Requirement:
English

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
CREDITS (UK)

1

Research Methods
Natural Resources Law
International Intellectual Property Law
Shipping Law

15
15
15
15

2

International Contracts
International Competition Law and Policy
International Human Rights Law
International Banking and Finance

15
15
15
15

3

Dissertation

60

TOTAL CREDITS

180

Study Times:
Monday to Thursday, 5:00-8:00pm
12 Months Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS

PG DIPLOMA

The environment between
the staff and students here
is very friendly and our
lecturers are accessible.
What I like most about the
Law course is that lecturers
promote critical thinking
and encourage students to
think “outside the box”.
There are many
experienced lecturers here
and they really know how to
approach students and
encourage us to work
harder to achieve high
results. I have no doubts
about my decision to study
on a UWE Bristol Law
course.

ASSESSMENT

- Sir Frederick Pollock

LLM DEGREE

COURSE INSIGHT

The practice of law
is a perfectly distinct art."

PG CERT

LLM
LLM
COMMERCIAL LAW

State grant up to €3417 per year
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There is a clear need for educationalists
that possess the appropriate skills,
knowledge and ability to lead and motivate.
The rationale of the programme is
therefore to develop educational leaders
who have the necessary qualities, not only
to lead their own institutions effectively, but
who will, through lifelong personal
development, contribute towards their
community and society at large.
The course aims to support participants in
developing as critically reflective
practitioners with a broader and deeper
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understanding of their context, phase or
subject. Students are supported in analysing
and carrying out small-scale enquiries,
underpinned by and connecting theory with
practice.
TEACHING AND LEARNING
In addition to scheduled lectures, a range of
student-centred learning approaches will be
employed including team exercises,
research, problem solving, group and
individual presentation etc. As students
progress through the programme, learning
techniques will become broader and more
varied to facilitate self-motivation and selfconfidence.
ASSESSMENT

For the Postgraduate Diploma, you will need
to complete the necessary modules to gain
the Certificate (as above) and another four
modules earning a total of 120 credits.

To achieve the MA degree award in Education,
students are required to complete all
modules earning a total of 180 credits or 120
credits for the Postgraduate Diploma. (See
Course Structure)

Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
BA(Hons) degree or equivalent from
an accredited University
Language Requirement:
English

Finally, if you are undertaking the full MA in
Education, you will also need complete the
Final Project module earning a total of 180
credits.

Study Times:
Morning: Monday to Thursday
12-16 Months Study
UWE Bristol Degree

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

Assessment is by a variety of methods
including written assignments, directed tasks,
posters and short oral presentations. Final
percentage grades will be awarded at the end
of each module based on pre-determined
criteria and outcomes.
ENROLMENT AND DURATION
The course comprises of 7 modules, the first
six are covered over 12 months (full time
study) through scheduled lectures and are
followed by the Final Project module within a
more flexible study schedule. The full time
mode of study is four evening sessions per
week however the course is also available on
a part-time basis over a period of 24 months.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

To gain the Postgraduate Certificate, you will
need to complete the necessary four
modules earning a total of 60 credits.

SEMESTER

PG CERT

The MA course in Education is designed for
individuals from diverse educational
backgrounds who are seeking to improve
and gain an in-depth knowledge and
understanding of effective leadership. This
course aims to support participants in
developing as critically reflective
practitioners with a broader and deeper
understanding of their context, phase or
subject. Students are supported in
analysing and carrying out small-scale
enquiries, underpinned by and connecting
theory with practice.

GENERAL INFORMATION
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PG DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Education is the kindling
of a flame, not the filling of a
vessel."- Socrates

MA DEGREE

MA
MA
EDUCATION

MODULE TITLE

Recognised Internationally

CREDITS (UK)

1

Research Methods in Education
School Management and Leadership
Leading and Managing Educational Change

20
20
20

2

Foundations of Learning
Curriculum Leadership
Decision Making, Leadership and Motivation

20
20
20

3

Final Project

60

TOTAL CREDITS

180

Recognised by KYSATS
State grant up to €3417 per year
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The MSc in Business Management will give
you the skills and insight needed for a
successful business career, as well as the
qualifications and confidence to lift you above
other candidates in the job market. To
succeed in today’s management
environment, you’ll need to understand and
react to the implications of financial,
operational, strategic and organisational
changes, as well as understanding how to
manage and motivate people. This course
will help you link theory and practice relevant
to today’s organisations, giving you the
personal tools to create, implement and
progress the most effective management
policies.
The MSc Business course provides a broadbased education necessary for current or
aspiring senior managers by building the
necessary holistic perspective upon any
business subject. The philosophy of the
programme is to develop students with a
broad business education and with the
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
The course is taught through a diverse mix of
learning environments including face-to-face
tutor-led, independent student-led and group
projects. Lectures, workshops/ seminars and
group project work account for 12 hours of
contact time per week and you will spend at
least as much time again in essential
independent study including research, online
work and preparation for assessment.
ASSESSMENT
You will be assessed through a mix of
coursework and examinations, all of which
aim to assess not only what you know and
can do but also develop the graduate
attributes that are valued by employers.
These attributes include communication and
presentation skills, IT and numeracy skills,
team work, project and time management
skills as well as the intellectual skills of
problem solving, critical thinking, analysis
and evaluation, creativity and innovation.
Coursework comes in many different forms:
essays and reports; business plans and
applied research projects; portfolios and
weekly notes; assessed group and individual
presentations and posters. You will also be
required to reflect and comment on your own
learning and personal development.

ENROLMENT AND DURATION

professional business award at NVQ 4, plus
two years' relevant work experience or at
The course is composed of 8 modules worth
least two years in a management role with
15 credit points each and a final project, worth in-house management education/
60 credits. The degree can be completed in 12 development. You may be interviewed prior
months full time study (four sessions per
to acceptance. Graduates from non-English
week) or 24 months part time study (two
speaking institutions will be required to
evenings per week). Each module runs once a provide proof of their knowledge of the
week for 12 weeks. New students may enrol
English Language.
prior to the beginning of each semester.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Students must complete all modules earning
Applicant must hold a degree from an
a total of 180 credits for the MSc degree
accredited University or equivalent business
award or all modules in semesters 1 and 2
professional qualification or a HND in
(120 credits) for the Postgraduate Diploma.
Business Studies or other equivalent

AWARD

SEMESTER

MODULE TITLE

CREDITS (UK)

Managing Finance
Meeting Customer Needs
People and Organisations
Strategic Analysis

15
15
15
15

2

Project Management
Innovation, Creativity and Enterprise
Managing Change
Management Consultancy

15
15
15
15

3

Management Dissertation and Research Methods

60

TOTAL CREDITS

180

1

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
BA(Hons) Degree (min 2.2) or
equivalent professional business
qualification
OR
HND in Business Studies or other
business professional award at
NVQ 4 plus 2 years relevant work/
in-house management experience

Language Requirement:
English

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)

PG CERT

The manager’s role is more challenging and
stimulating than ever. Intense competition,
increasing customer expectations, strategic
alliances, mergers and de-mergers, all
make managers’ tasks more complex and
demanding. Yet with the ability to deal
confidently with challenges like these, you
can look forward to a rewarding and fulfilling
future in virtually any organisation, with the
opportunity to work anywhere in the world,
and in any sector.

knowledge and skills to undertake effectively
a wide range of general business functions
as well as specialised roles in management.

Study Times:
Monday to Thursday, 5:00-8:00pm
12-16 Months Study
UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS

PG DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Leaders don't create
followers, they create more
leaders." - Tom Peters

MSc DEGREE

MSc
MSc
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

State grant up to €3417 per year
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ALEXANDER
COLLEGE

MBA
MBA

(MASTER OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)

TEACHING AND LEARNING
In addition to scheduled lectures, a range of
student-centred learning approaches will
be employed including team exercises,
research, problem solving, group and
individual presentation etc. As students
progress through the programme,

COURSE AIMS
To prepare graduates with relevant
knowledge and skills to take on leadership
roles and positions of responsibility.To
provide learners with the necessary
academic and professional skills required to
play key roles in the business sector. To
introduce students to the theories of
business conduct and organisations within
the internal and external environment as
well as the acquisition of skills in effective
communication, decision making, analysis
and problem solving in business. To provide
an overview of a management company or
an organization in a complex and constantly
changing environment.
ASSESSMENT
Assessment is by a variety of methods
including written assignments, reports,
business plans, applied research projects;
portfolios and weekly notes, directed tasks,
assessed group and individual presentations.
Final percentage grades will be awarded at
the end of each module based on predetermined criteria and outcomes.
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CONTENT AND DURATION

WHERE NEXT?

This course has a total duration of 18
months full-time study (3 semesters) and is
also available for part-time study over 3
years (6 semesters) Theprogramme
consists of 12 mandatory modules plus a
dissertation module in the final semester

This MBA programme is valuable for
ambitious professionals with vision for
progress. Also, MBA graduates have a wide
variety of options regarding which areas they
want to go into while starting their
professional career. Some students choose to
pursue careers in investments or financial
planning while others with investigative skills

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Candidates must be over 21 years of age
and hold a relevant BA(Hons) degree from a
recognised Higher Education institution or
recognised overseas institution or a
professional qualification from a recognised
awarding body or any other certificate or
qualification deemed equivalent and must
provide evidence of proficiency in the
English Language.

and a flair for problem solving may prefer the
role of an analyst in finance, management or
marketing. Students with a talent for relaying
opinions and estimations may go into
consulting. Many graduates however will go
into the management field and will either
own or start their own businesses in
consulting, analyzing, advertising or other
related business.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Will be available at Locations:
Larnaca and Paphos
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
BA(Hons) degree from a recognised
Higher Education institution or
recognised overseas institution
OR

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

SEMESTER

1

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the MBA award, students are
required to complete all 12 modules plus
the dissertation module in the last
semester earning a total of 90 ECTS credits.
To achieve the Postgraduate Diploma
award, students are only required to
complete the first 12 modules to earn a total
of 60 ECTS credits.

MODULE TITLE
Organisation Behaviour and HRM
Managing Finance
Marketing and Operations Management
Strategic Management
International Management in Context
Corporate Governance Risk and Ethics

CREDITS (ECTS)
5
5
5
5
5
5

A professional qualification from a
recognised awarding body or any
other certificate or qualification
deemed equivalent
Language Requirement:
English
Study Times:
Monday to Friday, 5:00-8:00pm
12-16 Months Study
Alexander College Degree

PG DIPLOMA

The Alexander MBA Programme
comprises of an intensive series of
stimulating lectures, seminars and group
projects where you will learn about laws,
trends, markets and economies that affect
the running of businesses. The course
prepares students to lead, build, and
manage enterprises while instilling an
awareness of the societal effects of
business decisions. The intensive core
curriculum is designed to introduce
students to the various areas of business
such as accounting, finance, marketing,
human resources, operations
management, etc., and provides forbroad
management skills necessary to succeed
in any industry.

learning techniques will become broader
and more varied to facilitate self-motivation
and self-confidence. The course involves
both extensive independent research and
discussion in the context of
workshops,contact with the reality of
companies and is designed to encourage the
development of your critical, analytical and
reflective skills.

MBA DEGREE

COURSE INSIGHT

2

Project Management
Research Methods
Managing Change
Enterprise, Creativity and Innovation
Management Consultancy
Information Systems Technology

3

Dissertation
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TOTAL CREDITS

90

5
5
5
5
5
5

State grant up to €3417 per year
Recognised by KYSATS*
Pending accreditation by SEKAP /
Ministry of Education
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Fanni Zsofia David,
MA Design Graduate

The MA in Design offers students from a
range of creative backgrounds the
opportunity to develop, challenge and extend
their design practice at an advanced level. You
will engage with real-world problems and
issues of relevance to contemporary design
practice through a series of project-based
modules. Working individually and
collaboratively, you will be encouraged to
develop skills, knowledge and creativity
commensurate with the needs of
professional practice in design and the
creative industries today.
The course provides a creative context for
practice-based exploration and
experimentation, through which you will be
supported to develop innovative working
methods and design solutions. You will
creatively exploit appropriate materials,
technologies and techniques, supported by
the academic and technical staff in the Art and
Design department.
As a discipline, design engages with the
aesthetic, ethical and social dimensions of
human life and the ecological,
technologicaland industrial application of
innovation. Within this context, you will be
expected to undertake creative projects which
are challenging and ambitious, and which
result in credible, tangible design outcomes.
The course targets practicing designers,
makers and industry professionals looking to
extend their knowledge and skills base
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If you are seeking to develop your creative
practice and you are excited by opportunities
to exchange ideas across design disciplines,
then this could be the course for you.
The MA design programme will draw on the
full research and practice expertise of
academics, researchers and technical
support staff from across the Department.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
The course is delivered through a series of
project-based modules, through which you
will engage with real-world problems and
issues of relevance to contemporary design
practice.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must be holders of a BA(Hons)
degree (or equivalent) from an accredited
University and must submit a portfolio of
creative work relating to their specialism.
Graduates from non-English speaking
institutions will be required to provide
evidence of their knowledge of the English
Language.
We welcome applications from graduates
from a range of disciplines, including but not
limited to, Product Design, Industrial Design,
Graphic Design, Interaction Design, Fashion

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the MA degree award in Design,
students are required to complete all
modules earning a total of 180 credits or 120
credits for the Postgraduate Diploma. (See
Course Structure)

COURSE STRUCTURE (Full time)
AWARD

GENERAL INFORMATION
Available at Locations:
Larnaca
Primary Language:
English
Entry Requirements:
BA(Hons) Degree from an accredited
University in any art or design field
plus Portfolio of work. Applicants
with degrees in non-creative fields
will be considered
Language Requirement:
English

SEMESTER

MODULE TITLE

12-16 Months Study

CREDITS (UK)

UWE Bristol Degree
Recognised Internationally
Recognised by KYSATS

ASSESSMENT
This course will be assesssed by a
combination of practical and written work at
the end of each term.

ENROLMENT AND DURATION
The course can be completed in 12 months
full time study (two evening sessions per
week) plus an additional 4 months for the
“Live Project”

and Textiles, Architecture and Interior
Design, Fine Art, Applied Arts, Photography
etc. In some cases, applicants with a degree
in a non-creative field may also be accepted
onto the MA Design course providing they
can demonstrate or provide satisfactory
evidence of their creative abilities.

Study Times:
Monday and Wednesday, 5:00-8:00pm

PG CERT

When it came to deciding where
to top my design studies with an
internationally recognised MA
degree, my choice fell upon
Alexander College / UWE Bristol,
since I have already experienced
a high-quality education
provided there during my BA
years. I haven't got the slightest
regret about my decision; I have
been forged into an excellent
designer and was able to
acquire a prestigious title at an
advertising company right away.
I owe thanks to my course
leader for that.

through professional development, as well
as being a springboard for recent graduates
to enhance their creative practice.

PG DIPLOMA

COURSE INSIGHT

Design is not just what it
looks like and feels like. Design
is how it works."- Steve Jobs

MA DEGREE

MA
MA
DESIGN

1

Make
Play

30
30

2

Research Practice
Practice in a Professional Context

30
30

3

Live

60

TOTAL CREDITS

180

State grant up to €3417 per year
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EU STUDENTS
How to Apply
Applying to study

Deferred Entry Students

Studying Part-time

You can apply to any of our courses directly
to the college. This can be done either in
person or by submitting an online
application form. If you are applying in
person, please call us to arrange an
appointment.

If you’re thinking of enhancing your career
prospects with a gap year, simply apply at the
same time as you would for non-deferred
entry and let us know which year you wish to
commence studies with us. Students who
have already commenced their studies on a
UWE Bristol course may opt to take a year
out with the University’s approval, and return
to their studies the following year.

If your job or other aspects do not permit you
enough time to attend classes on a full-time
course you can apply to study on a part-time
basis. This option however is only available
for a limited number of courses. As a parttime student, you will attend the same
lectures and classes as full-time students,
but fewer of them over a longer period of
time. You may switch to full-time study for
the rest of your course after successfully
completing the equivalent of a full first year
of modules.

Applying as a Mature Student
Academic potential is by no means limited
to those with conventional qualifications. At
Alexander we welcome applications from
individuals who can demonstrate academic
potential in other ways. An example of this
would be through recent academic pursuits
or through work and other experience. We
will be happy to discuss admission
requirements with you and we can offer
you further guidance on the suitability of
specific qualifications.

Transfer Students
If you’re looking to transfer to Alexander from
another college or university, we may be able
to consider accepting you directly into the
second year of your chosen degree course
and in special circumstances, you may also
be considered for third year entry – in both
cases you will need to have the appropriate
qualifications.

What happens to your application?
Your application will be reviewed and we will
usually notify you of our decision within 3
business days, unless we require you to
attend an interview, or we need further
information.

Once the application process is complete
and you meet all the criteria for your
chosen course, the enrolment process or
registration can begin. At Alexander, this is
done in person. We will arrange an
appointment at a time that is convenient for
you.

Fee Payments
The initial fee you will be asked to pay to
complete the enrolment process will be the
registration fee to secure your place on to
your chosen course and thereafter, the
remaining tuition fees for the year. All fees
can be paid in person at our Accounts
Office. If you are unable to personally attend
the college before your course start date,
the Accounts Office will give you a bank
account code where you may transfer
funds directly.

Apply Online
Visit our website, find the course you are interested in
and click on 'Apply Now'. Once we receive your completed
online form, we will contact you to arrange a meeting.
www.alexander.ac.cy

Assistance

Non-EU Students

If you have any further enquiries about a
specific course, tuition fees or your
application, you can contact us between the
hours of 8:30am - 6:30pm, Monday to
Thursday or before 2:00pm on Fridays and
we'll connect you to the right person.

If you are applying from a non-EU country, the
application process may vary from one
country to another due to Cyprus Immigration
laws. Please contact us and we will connect
you to our International Students Office for
information on visas, fees and how to apply.

Europe
North
America

Be a part of a
global community!
In our 25 year history, we are honoured to
have welcomed students from 6 continents
and over 50 countries.

Portugal
Romania
Russia
UK
Ukraine
France
Greece
Serbia
Slovakia
Turkey

Canada
USA

Africa

South
America
Chile
Columbia
Equador

Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Congo
Gambia
Ghana
Nigeria

Albania
Austria
Belarus
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Estonia
Germany
Hungary
Poland

Asia
Israel
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Myanmar
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Syria
Uzbekistan
Vietnam

Armenia
Bahrain
Bangladesh
China
Georgia
India
Iran
Iraq

Australia
Australia

Countries are listed under each continent in accordance only to their approximate geographical location and do not reflect any political views of the College.
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Study in Cyprus and
still enjoy all the benefits
of a UK Degree...

LARNACA
2 Artas Street,
Aradippou 7102, Larnaca, Cyprus
Tel: (+357) 24532373
Email: info@alexander.ac.cy

PAPHOS
88 Tassos Papadopoulos Ave.,
8026 Paphos
Tel: (+357) 26272323
Email: info@alexander.ac.cy

ALEXANDER
COLLEGE
www.alexander.ac.cy

